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ASAC Recommendations on Configuration Schedule
1. Visit all configurations in each Cycle
2. Add more time for intermediate configurations
3. Do not reduce the time scheduled for longest baselines
4. Increase completion of high frequency projects
5. Minimize the negative impact of unavailable configurations for certain LST ranges (solar and VLBI)
• implies C43-3 (or more compact) around ~ April 1 for 1mm VLBI
6. Investigate if the number of configurations can be reduced
• since we observe between relocations, reducing the number of configurations does not improve
the efficiency unless the most extreme configurations (compact or extended) are eliminated
7. Explore ways to reduce time for relocations with an additional transporter
• not possible with the current budget guidance
JAO remarks
- Not possible to achieve all of these goals in a 2 year schedule
- Need to prioritize (1) - (6) and optimize configuration schedule appropriately
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ALMA’s High-level Science Goals
• The ability to detect spectral line emission from CO or [CII] in a normal galaxy like the Milky Way at a
redshift of z=3, in less than 24 hours.
- CO : Band 3 for J=3-2, J=4-3, and Band 4 for J=5-4
- [CII] : Band 8
- Detection would be optimized with ~ 1” (C43-1 for [CII] and < C43-4 for CO)
- Imaging at ~ 0.3” would require C43-3 ([CII]) and C43-5/6 (CO)
• The ability to image the gas kinematics in protostars and in protoplanetary disks around young Sun-like
stars in the nearest molecular clouds (150 pc)
- Need angular resolution of ~ 0.1-0.3 arcsec
- Band 6: C43-5, 6, and 7
- Band 7: C43-4, 5, and 6
- Optimal time of year is March to August (Cha, Lupus, Oph)
• The ability to provide high dynamic range images at an angular resolution of 0.1 arcsec.
- Band 3: C43-8 Band 6: C43-7
Band 7: C43-6
- Band 8: C43-5 Band 9: C43-5
Band 10: C43-4
- Also note that JWST will have a diffraction limit of ~ 0.1 arcsec
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Cycle 5 proposal pressure: Cosmology

• C43-1 to 5
• RA: 0 to 12 h
Cycle 5, excluding Large Programs
Caution: Proposal pressure will vary with configuration schedule
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Cycle 5 proposal pressure: Galaxies

• C43-1 to 5
• RA: 3, 12 h
Cycle 5, excluding Large Programs
Caution: Proposal pressure will vary with configuration schedule
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Cycle 5 proposal pressure: ISM

• C43-1 to 5
• RA: 5, 18 h
Cycle 5, excluding Large Programs
Caution: Proposal pressure will vary with configuration schedule
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Cycle 5 proposal pressure: Disks

• C43-1 to 6, with peak at C43-5
• RA: 5, 16-18 h
Cycle 5, excluding Large Programs
Caution: Proposal pressure will vary with configuration schedule
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Cycle 5 proposal pressure: Stars
Solar

• Peak in C43-3 is artificial: driven by solar
observations at that time of year
Cycle 5, excluding Large Programs
Caution: Proposal pressure will vary with configuration schedule
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Operational Constraints
• Should be in C43-4 or more compact at end of January and beginning of March
- all antennas can then be energized during power maintenance. Alternative is to power
down antennas (risks problems on cool down) or purchase generators (additional costs
plus manpower for cabling, fueling, etc…)
- also preferred scientifically, since the phase stability is poorer in these months
• Can move by +/- 1 configurations during February
- a bigger jump will take away from maintenance activities
• Any jump by more than +/-1 configuration change requires downtime
- Exception is between C43-3 and C43-1, which requires no downtime
- Jumping by >= 3 configurations requires minimum of 3 weeks relocations/downtime
• It takes ~8 relocations and ~7 days to move +/- 1 configurations (for C43 2-9)
- If spend a minimum of 10 days in a configuration, it takes ≥ 3 months to move between
C43-1 and C43-7.
• Maximum number of 180 antenna relocations within a cycle
- The more antennas relocations, the greater the risk to disruptions of configuration
schedule and to antenna maintenance
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Notes on Long baselines (C43-8, 9, and 10)
• Should be scheduled between June and November (inclusive) for optimal
weather
• Long baselines in June requires a major relocation in May with 3-5 weeks of
relocations
• If we visit all configurations per cycle and maintain current time allocated to
long baselines, we will be in long baselines from June to November (with
C43-7 as well)
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Notes on High frequency
• June/July/August optimal for high frequency, especially for
compact configurations (defined as C43-1, 2, and 3)
- September/October/November are also useful
• Moving between long baselines to compact requires ~ 40 days
of relocation, since all 50 antennas must be moved
- cannot observe both compact and long baselines in
Chilean winter months in the same year
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Notes on Intermediate baselines (C43-4, 5, 6 and 7)
• Optimal configurations for at least 2 of the 3 high level science goals
• Optimal for Bands 6/7 to match resolution with JWST
• Optimal time is March-November
- covers nearby star forming regions, galaxy, and RA=3 for
cosmology studies
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Notes on LST coverage
• By moving between configurations frequently (every ~10-15 days), it is
possible to visit configurations more than once in a cycle
• Pros
- allows better nighttime LST coverage per configuration over a
cycle
• Cons
- Increases risk since an anomalous weather event will wipe out a
significant fraction in a given configuration, and to get behind on
relocations
- Most of the time will be spent in the middle configurations
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Example configuration plans
• Spreadsheet shows example configuration plans (i.e., they are not final)
- Attached PDFs show plan for each year and averaged over all years
- All plans can be further tweaked to optimize scientific priorities
• Three year plan v1
- Optimize a year for long baselines, intermediate baselines, or high
frequency
• Two year plan v1
- Optimized for long baselines and high frequency
• Two year plan v2
- Optimized for long baselines and intermediate baselines
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Questions for ASAC
1. What are the prioritized list of scientific cases that drive the configuration schedule?
2. Motivated by the scientific priorities, what are the priorities for the configuration schedule?
I. Long baselines (8-16 km) in Chilean winter
• Is it a requirement to move to all 3 long baseline configurations in both June/July/
August and October/November?
II. Intermediate baselines in Chilean winter
• 0.1-0.3” in Bands 6 and 7 in June/July/August (C43-4 to 7)
III. High frequency in Chilean winter
• Compact configurations (< 0.5 km) in June/July/August
IV. Nightime LST coverage per configuration
• How critical is it to visit the same configuration multiple times within a cycle to
achieve balance in nighttime LST coverage?
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